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Zirconia �ZrO2� and hafnia �HfO2� are leading candidates for replacing SiO2 as the gate insulator in comple-
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor technology. Amorphous versions of these materials �a-ZrO2 and a-HfO2�
can be grown as metastable phases on top of a silicon buffer; while they tend to recrystallize during subsequent
annealing steps, they would otherwise be of considerable interest because of the promise they hold for im-
proved uniformity and electrical passivity. In this work, we report our theoretical studies of a-ZrO2 and a-
HfO2 by first-principles density-functional methods. We construct realistic amorphous models using the
“activation-relaxation” technique of Barkema and Mousseau. The structural, vibrational, and dielectric prop-
erties of the resulting models are analyzed in detail. The overall average dielectric constant is computed and
found to be comparable to that of the monoclinic phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a major thrust of applied development in
the semiconductor industry has been the search for materials
that could replace SiO2 as the gate dielectric in complemen-
tary metal-oxide semiconductor �CMOS� technology. Con-
ventional scaling of SiO2 would require a gate-dielectric
thickness shrinking below 1 nm in the near future, according
to the International Technology Road Map for
Semiconductors.1 In this regime, conventional thermally
grown SiO2 is expected to fail because of issues of tunneling
leakage current and reliability. There are therefore strong in-
centives to identify materials with dielectric constant � �or K�
much larger than that of SiO2 �at �=3.9�, as these could
be grown as thicker films while still providing the needed
capacitance.

Among the most promising materials are ZrO2 and HfO2,
which do have much higher dielectric constants and some
other positive features as well �e.g., chemical stability�.
However, one of the great advantages of SiO2 has been the
fact that it forms an amorphous oxide �a-SiO2�, thus allow-
ing it to conform to the substrate with enough freedom to
eliminate most electrical defects at the interface. On the other
hand, ZrO2 and HfO2 �which are very similar in many of
their physical and chemical properties� are refractory mate-
rials, their melting temperatures being 2988 and 3085 K, re-
spectively. They are not good glass formers; a-ZrO2, for ex-
ample, has been shown to recrystallize during growth if the
growth temperature is too high �with tetragonal and mono-
clinic phases starting to appear above �500 and �700 °C,
respectively�.2 Thus, while ZrO2 and HfO2 can be grown as
metastable amorphous phases on Si using low-temperature
deposition techniques, films of this type unfortunately tend to
recrystallize during the subsequent annealing steps that are
required in current industrial fabrication processes.

Nevertheless, it is possible that admixing �alloying� with
Si, Al, N, or other chemical constituents, or other strategies
yet to be identified, may help to mitigate the recrystallization
problem and stabilize the amorphous phase.2 In any case, it
may be advantageous to study amorphous structures as a first
step in understanding why the recrystallization is facilitated.

With these motivations, we have embarked on a theoretical
study of the structural and dielectric properties of amorphous
zirconia and hafnia �a-ZrO2 and a-HfO2�. In earlier work,3

we generated models of a-ZrO2 using an ab initio molecular
dynamics approach in a plane-wave pseudopotential frame-
work, and studied their structural and dielectric properties. In
a subsequent publication,4 we described an alternative and
more efficient method of generating amorphous structures
based on the activation-relaxation technique �ART� of
Barkema and Mousseau,5 and presented a few preliminary
results on amorphous ZrO2 obtained using this approach.
These calculations were carried out using a local-orbital ba-
sis approach embodied in the SIESTA code package.6 In the
present work, we systematically use SIESTA for all of the
reported calculations. We first briefly review our implemen-
tation of the ART approach, and then embark on a systematic
description of the generated a-ZrO2 and a-HfO2 structures
and a comparison of their computed electronic, structural,
and dielectric properties.

The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III we
describe the details of our electronic-structure calculations
and of our procedure for generating amorphous models, re-
spectively. We then describe the results of our calculations
for ZrO2 in Sec. IV and for HfO2 in Sec. V. We also present
some results concerning the Born dynamical effective
charges and the dielectric activity for both systems in Sec.
VI. We then finish with a conclusion in Sec. VII.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We performed ab initio density-functional theory �DFT�
calculations7 in the local-density approximation �LDA�8 us-
ing a local-orbital expansion of the Bloch wave function as
implemented in the SIESTA code.6 The use of a localized-
orbital basis allows the retention of good accuracy in the
DFT calculations at a reduced computational cost relative to
plane-wave codes. A cutoff of 150 Ry was used for the ex-
pansion of the charge density, and all calculations were per-
formed using �-point Brillouin zone sampling only. The dy-
namical matrix and Born effective charges were computed
using SIESTA via a finite-difference approach in which each
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atom was displaced by ±0.05 Å in the three Cartesian direc-
tions and the forces and polarization changes were com-
puted.

Two kinds of basis sets were employed in the calcula-
tions. A minimal single-� basis set was used for the amor-
phization procedure, which required a large number of struc-
tural relaxations, while a larger triple-� basis set was used for
the structural relaxation of the final structure and for the
calculation of the lattice dielectric constant and of the infra-
red activity. Such a two-stage procedure �amorphization with
a lower-level theory followed by annealing and relaxation
with a higher-level theory� is a natural way of establishing a
tradeoff between computational cost and accuracy; it has
many precedents in the literature, as for example the genera-
tion of an amorphous structure by the use of empirical po-
tentials followed by a first-principles annealing run in the
work of Sarnthein et al.9

Because we were concerned that the minimal basis might
not accurately reproduce the delicate interplay between ionic
and covalent bonding in ZrO2 and HfO2, the parameters for
the minimal basis set were optimized following the prescrip-
tion of Ref. 10 in order to ensure the correct energy ordering
of the cubic, orthorhombic, and monoclinic phases of ZrO2
and HfO2. We then obtain Ecub−Etet=62 meV and Etet
−Emono=89 meV for ZrO2, to be compared with values of 44
and 45 meV, respectively, computed using plane-wave meth-
ods and reported in Ref. 11. Here Ecub, Etet, and Emono are the
energies per formula unit of the cubic, tetragonal, and mono-
clinic phases, respectively, of ZrO2. Similar results are found
for HfO2. The relaxed structural parameters are also found to
agree well. Thus, despite their simplicity, our optimized
minimal basis sets for ZrO2and HfO2 are able to capture the
essentials of the structural energetics of the three crystalline
phases.

III. AMORPHIZATION PROCEDURE

In a previous study,3 we carried out ab initio molecular
dynamics �MD� simulations of a 96-atom supercell in a melt-
and-quench fashion in order to generate a structural model
for a-ZrO2. Because of the short time interval accessible to
simulations, the cooling rate �3.4�1014 K/s� was far beyond
the fastest cooling rate that can be obtained experimentally
by pulsed laser techniques. The fast cooling rate does not
allow long-time-scale relaxation of the system, which might
be important in the case of relatively poor glass formers such
as ZrO2 and HfO2.

In order to see if the fast cooling rate could bias the re-
sulting amorphous structure, we generated an independent
amorphous sample4 by using the ART event-based structural-
evolution approach.5 An event-based method leads to an ac-
celerated dynamics and to a better sampling of long-time-
scale modes in glasses. Rather than following the irrelevant
details of the atomic motions as atoms vibrate back and forth
about their average positions for long periods between acti-
vated events, ART focuses on simulating jumps over the bar-
riers that separate the different basins of attraction of differ-
ent local minima in the energy landscape. Thus, it requires a
given computational effort per activated hop instead of per

vibrational period. For disordered systems, which tend to
show slow evolution, these two time scales may differ by
many orders of magnitude, and this event-based technique
therefore allows a much faster simulation.

We implemented the ART method as a driver for the ab
initio code SIESTA.6 The flowchart of our implementation of
the ART method can be found in Ref. 4. As reported there,
we found that, starting from a 96-atom supercell made from
the perfect cubic fluorite crystal structure, a number of
Monte-Carlo �MC� trials equal to five times the number of
atoms �i.e., �500� was sufficient to produce a good amor-
phous structure. In our case, a MC temperature of 3000 K
produced an acceptance ratio of 13%. Moreover, we found
that during the first 50 MC trials, the acceptance ratio was
higher ��40% � and dropped down in the subsequent trials.
We did not attempt to perform longer simulations at a lower
MC temperature in order to “anneal” the system further.

IV. RESULTS FOR ZrO2

An important issue is the density of the amorphous phase,
which, to our knowledge, is not accurately known experi-
mentally. This issue was explored in our previous papers3,4

and we found that among the initial guesses, a density be-
tween 4.86 and 5.32 g/cm3 generates a robust amorphous
structure for ZrO2.12 Experimentally,13 the densities of
the three crystalline phases are �cub=6.20 g/cm3, �tet
=6.19 g/cm3, and �mono=5.81 g/cm3; the corresponding the-
oretical values computed with the present method are �cub
=6.22 g/cm3, �tet=6.16 g/cm3, and �mono=5.77 g/cm3.

The ART simulation was performed at a constant volume
corresponding to a density of 5.32 g/cm3. A snapshot of the
system is essentially indistinguishable, at the visual level,
from that of the melt-and-quench MD-generated system of
Ref. 3. The corresponding distribution of coordination num-
bers is shown in Fig. 1. We find a prevalence of seven- and
six-coordinated Zr over eight-coordinated Zr and a preva-
lence of three- and four-coordinated oxygens, similar to what
was found for the MD-generated structure. �For comparison,
recall that the monoclinic structure has seven-fold cations
and equal numbers of three- and four-fold anions.�

One may wonder if such a spread of coordination num-
bers is actually due to intrinsic coordination defects such as

FIG. 1. a-ZrO2 distribution of coordination numbers resulting
from the activation-relaxation �ART� simulation. Zr and O atoms
are indicated by filled and open bars, respectively. The cutoff radius
defining nearest neighbors is 3 Å.
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dangling bonds or nonbridging oxygens �which are often
present in other oxides such as SiO2�. We monitored the
electronic density of states at every MC accepted move and
we found that occasionally a defective structure �i.e., with
some levels in the gap� is accepted. We also found, however,
that the coordination defects are promptly saturated in sub-
sequent MC moves. The final amorphous sample is a good
insulator with an electronic gap of �3.2 eV. The calculated
band gaps of the three crystalline phases �cubic, tetragonal
and monoclinic� are 3.01, 3.52, and 3.38 eV, respectively.

Furthermore, the calculated phonon spectrum, shown in
Fig. 2, is found to extend over approximately the same range
of frequencies �50–800 cm−1� and to show features similar
to those of the sample obtained by the melt-and-quench MD
simulation. The computed Born effective charges are slightly
larger on average, Z*�Zr�= +5.08 and Z*�O�=−2.54. Our lat-
tice dielectric tensor is

�latt = � 17.9 − 0.7 0.2

− 0.7 17.5 − 0.5

0.2 − 0.5 14.1
� , �1�

yielding an average dielectric constant of 16.5, compared to
the value of 17.6 of the MD-generated model, due to the fact
that the vibrational spectrum is shifted to slightly higher fre-
quencies. Despite the fact that the ART procedure has previ-
ously been found to yield different structural features with
respect to MD-generated samples for some materials such as
a-Si and a-Ge,5 the ART-generated model is found here to
have a coordination distribution very similar to that of the
MD-generated one.

We did not attempt to compute the electronic contribution
to the dielectric constant. Rather, we notice that in the crys-
talline phases, �� ranges experimentally from 4.6 in the cubic
phase to 4.8 in the monoclinic phase, thus increasing with

decreasing density. Theoretical results showed that �� does
not vary strongly with structural phase �and Zr coordination�,
nor there is evidence for strong anisotropy.

Assuming a value of ��=4.6 for the high-frequency di-
electric constant,3 the static dielectric constant yields a value
of �21, in good agreement with experimental values14 and
with the previous calculation.3

V. RESULTS FOR HfO2

The amorphization of HfO2 was carried out in a manner
very similar to that used for its twin oxide ZrO2. For HfO2,
however, we avoided the tedious procedure of performing
independent melt-and-quench simulations in order to find a
suitable density that can sustain an amorphous structure. In-
stead, we started the ART simulation at the same volume as
for ZrO2, 38.45 Å3 per unit formula �corresponding to an
HfO2 mass density of 9.09 g/cm3�. Then, every ten accepted
MC moves, we performed an isotropic relaxation of the su-
percell volume. The final amorphous HfO2 sample had a
density of 9.39 g/cm3 �corresponding to 37.22 Å3 per unit
formula, 3.2% smaller than that of ZrO2�. Experimentally,
the unit cell volumes of the monoclinic and cubic phases are
�2% larger in HfO2 than in the corresponding ZrO2phases.11

The distribution of coordination numbers of the resulting
a-HfO2 sample is shown in Fig. 3. The average coordination
number shows a prevalence of seven- and six-coordinated Hf
over eight-coordinated Hf, and a prevalence of three- and
four-coordinated oxygens, as in the monoclinic structure.
Compared to a-ZrO2 �Fig. 1� there is a slightly higher preva-
lence of three-coordinated oxygens, while the distribution of
six- and seven-coordinates cations is broadly similar. How-
ever, it is doubtful whether the small differences between
ZrO2 and HfO2 that are visible in Figs. 1 and 3 are statisti-
cally significant.

The generated a-HfO2 sample is found to be insulating,
with a gap of �3.8 eV. Its calculated phonon spectrum,
shown in Fig. 4, extends over approximately the same range
of frequencies �50–800 cm−1� as for a-ZrO2. Compared to
Fig. 2�b�, the infrared activity for HfO2 in Fig. 4�b� shows a
broader feature in the 50–400 cm−1 frequency range. For
comparison, Fig. 5 shows the infrared activity computed in
the monoclinic phase of HfO2 with the same method. Com-

FIG. 2. �a� a-ZrO2 phonon density of states �DOS� vs frequency.

�b� a-ZrO2 infrared activity �phonon DOS weighted by Z˜	
2 /
	

2� vs
frequency.

FIG. 3. a-HfO2 distribution of coordination numbers resulting
from the activation-relaxation �ART� simulation. Hf and O atoms
are indicated by filled and open bars, respectively. The cutoff radius
defining nearest neighbors is 3 Å.
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pared to the monoclinic one, the amorphous spectrum is
more broadened, has more weight in the low-frequency re-
gion below 150 cm−1, and is missing the peak around 760−1.

The computed Born effective charges are found to be
smaller, on average, compared to those of a-ZrO2:Z*�Hf�
= +4.8 and Z*�O�=−2.4. Our computed lattice dielectric
tensor

�latt = � 23.4 − 5.1 − 1.2

− 5.1 14.4 0.2

− 1.2 0.2 12.6
� �2�

yields an average lattice dielectric constant of 16.8. We at-
tribute the larger anisotropy in the calculated dielectric tensor
for a-HfO2 compared to a-ZrO2 to a statistical fluctuation.
Assuming a value of �5 for the high-frequency dielectric
constant ����,11 the static dielectric constant yields a value of
�22, confirming again the striking similarity between
a-ZrO2 and a-HfO2.

VI. BORN CHARGES AND DIELECTRIC ACTIVITY

Clearly it is desirable to understand more fully the various
contributions to the lattice dielectric response of the amor-
phous forms of ZrO2 and HfO2. To this end, we decomposed
various lattice properties by “atom type” �that is, by chemi-
cal species and coordination number� in the hope that such
an analysis may provide further insight into our numerical
results. This type of analysis was explained in detail and
applied to the a-ZrO2 sample generated using the MD melt-
and-quench approach in Ref. 3.

Our results for the ART-generated samples are presented
in Figs. 6 and 7. In the top panel of each figure, we report the
Born effective charges as a function of the chemical species
and coordination number. In both cases, the Born effective
charges tend to be surprisingly independent of coordination
number, and quite similar to the values found in the crystal-
line phases.11 However, a mild tendency of the effective
charge to increase with increasing coordination number of
the cation is visible especially for Zr; it is also present for Hf
but is partially obscured by larger fluctuations of the effec-
tive charges in that case.

The atom-resolved dielectric activity, defined in Eq. �5� of
Ref. 3, is presented in Figs. 6�b� and 7�b�. This is essentially
a measure of the contribution of each type of atom to the
lattice dielectric constant. Some trends are visible, such as a
stronger contribution by threefold than by fourfold oxygens,
and a tendency to have larger contributions from higher-
coordinated cations. However, even within any one atom
type, there is a surprising degree of variation, with some
atoms contributing strongly and others contributing very
little. Since the effective charges do not have nearly such a
large variation, we infer that the differences must arise be-
cause of differences in the force-constant matrix elements.

FIG. 4. �a� a-HfO2 phonon density of states �DOS� vs fre-
quency. �b� a-HfO2 infrared activity �phonon DOS weighted by

Z˜	
2 /
	

2� vs frequency.

FIG. 5. Monoclinic HfO2 infrared activity. The spectrum has
been convoluted with a Gaussian of width 5 cm−1.

FIG. 6. �a� Scatter plot of isotropically averaged atomic Z* val-
ues �vertical axis� vs atom type and coordination number �horizon-
tal axis� for a-ZrO2. Circles and diamonds denote O and Zr atoms,
respectively. �b� Same but with “dielectric activity” �see Eq. �5� of
Ref. 3� plotted vertically.
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That is, some atoms may be regarded as being strongly an-
chored in place so that they contribute only weakly to the
dielectric activity, while others participate in one or more
soft modes and contribute strongly.

The dielectric properties of amorphous Zr silicates have
been analyzed from a different point of view by Rignanese et
al.,15 who decompose the dielectric response in terms of lo-
cal properties of small subunits �e.g., SiO4, SiO6, ZrO4,
ZrO6, and ZrO8�. However, they do this via a statistical
analysis of models with different populations of structural
units, rather than via a direct spatial decomposition as done
here. In the future, it would be interesting to apply both
approaches to the same material system in order to better
understand the relationship between them.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have applied ab initio electronic-
structure methods to study the lattice dynamics and dielectric
properties of amorphous high-K materials a-ZrO2 and a-

HfO2. We used the ART event-based technique to generate
structural models of these amorphous materials. These 96-
atom supercell models display a distribution of coordination
numbers �mostly three- and fourfold for oxygen and six-,
seven-, and eightfold for Zr and Hf� but nonetheless remain
insulating with a robust gap. The full force-constant matrix
was computed for each supercell model, and the phonon den-
sity of states was calculated. In addition, the full Born-charge
tensors were also computed for each model, and when com-
bined with the force-constant information, the lattice dielec-
tric response was obtained. The total dielectric constant is
computed to be �22 for both materials, comparable to that
of the monoclinic phase. Finally, the Born charges and the
contributions to the dielectric activity were further analyzed
by atom type. The effective charges are relatively uniform
and are roughly similar to those of the crystalline phases,
whereas there are strong variations in the individual atomic
contributions to the dielectric activity resulting from varia-
tions in soft-mode participation.

Several caveats are in order. First, while our ART proce-
dure can be regarded as corresponding to a slower quench
than in the previous MD-based calculations,3 it is still very
fast relative to any experimental quenching time scale, so
that our models might have more defects than the experimen-
tal systems of interest. Second, real amorphous systems are
generally grown at sufficiently low temperature to avoid
crystallization, and not quenched from a melt. Thus, there
could be significant differences in the resulting structures
�for example, a greater tendency to void formation in the
experimental samples�. Third, our samples are perfectly sto-
ichiometric and impurity-free, which will not generally be
true of experimental samples. Finally, while a statistical
analysis of an ensemble of ART-generated samples would
be very desirable, the computational burden needed to
carry out the above analysis for even a single sample is quite
demanding. Nevertheless, we believe that the present results
reveal the broad qualitative features to be expected for these
amorphous phases, and constitute an important step forward
on the road to a better understanding of these important
materials.
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